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Abstract: This paper focuses on the FP7 supported project Galileo Signal Priority 
(GSP). It shows the main problems regarding signal prioritising and vehicle 
location and monitoring. It discovers the main points towards to develop a 
new method for signal priority based on robust positioning with Galileo 
system. 
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1. Introduction 
Electromobility and renewable energies play a pivotal role in preparing our society for 
the future. The best way to cut on carbon emissions in big cities and metropolitan areas 
is through the positive environmental impact of attractive public transport (PT) services. 
[4], [6] With the issue of sufficient energy supply already solved, tram systems are the 
most mature electric vehicles currently on the market. Operation times of more than 16 
hours per day and transport capacities of more than 100 passengers per vehicle are 
proven standards in daily operation all over the world. 

Since GPS has reached full operational capability in 1993, the system has been taken 
up by public transport applications quite slowly compared to automotive navigation 
devices on the road. The current state-of-the-art in PT shows the deployment of 
different technologies, which are partly based on GPS, logical methods (e. g. door open 
signal) in combination with distance travelled or with position fixes through 
infrastructure based transponder (e. g. infrared or radio beacon). Today GPS can handle 
PT operations such as calculating the estimated time of arrival for traveller information 
at tram/bus stops. However, more complex applications like transit signal priority (TSP) 
or track sharp localisation have higher requirements. For those demanding functions, 
infrastructure based positioning is still being used in PT. This means that in addition to 
the GNSS unit in each vehicle, many transponder beacons are installed along the track 
and every vehicle needs special equipment on-board to read these beacons and initiate 
corresponding actions (e.g. trigger the traffic light for transit priority). Finally it has to 
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be stated that the effort for calibration and maintenance of infrastructure based systems 
is rather high and costly. 

As a consequence, intermodal traffic control systems (ITCS) apply both technical 
systems (GPS positioning for traveller information and infrastructure based positioning 
for TSP). This situation in state-of-the-art ITCS is neither technically reasonable, nor 
economically affordable and has to be changed. 

2. PT-operations with link to positioning 
The location and monitoring of the public transport vehicles in Hungary has not got too 
long tradition. Before the millennium there were only in Budapest such a system, called 
AVM. It worked and works still today with transponders along the line routes. The 
operation of this system is based on the cooperative work of the transponders and 
odometer on the vehicles. It resulted in location along the line route. It works well till 
there is no change on the line route. In case of a new or modified route there are no 
possibilities to follow the vehicles. Apart from this system there is only a few years 
tradition in vehicle location and monitoring in Hungary. [2], [5] 

 
Figure 1. Smart bus stops in the cities Győr and Sopron 

It is very important to mention a system started in Pécs and widespread in the last few 
years countrywide. It is a GPS based location system with several functions customized 
to the Hungarian market. The problems described before are no problems at such a 
system because even the signal priority is based on the GPS signals. In consideration of 
the Hungarian situation there were need to build up the communication system between 
signalling dispatching centre and vehicles. 

There are other benefits of this system because it is able to record the runs of the 
vehicles and feeds the passenger information system. (Figure 1.) 

In general can be say about such a location and monitoring systems the followings: 

The general information of the position for each vehicle in real time forms a basic 
data set, which can be used for different functions within the operational schemes of PT. 
In the following the best known functions are listed [7]: 
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• Vehicle disposition of the whole PT fleet. 
• Real time passenger information about the estimated arrival time at each 

stopping point/area. 
• Dynamic schedule synchronisation to assure connecting lines at switching 

stations. 
• Transit signal priority (TSP) for PT-vehicles at traffic light controlled junctions. 

The complex relation between the technical capabilities and limitations of satellite 
navigation and the demands for the single application shall be explained in more detail 
on the example of real time passenger information in contrast to TSP. 

 
Figure 2. Two examples of real time passenger Information Displays at bus/tram stops. 

In Figure 2 two examples of real time passenger Information displays for bus or tram 
stops are depicted. Those installations have reached a wide distribution and are well 
known to most PT users. Currently there are various initiatives going on, to bring this 
information on the estimated time of arrival of PT-vehicles onto mobile devices like 
smartphones. The data-measurements of the necessary input information are generated 
directly from the PT-vehicles via standard GNSS-modules. The generated GPS position 
is mapped onto the PT route and from the know distance to the upcoming stops the 
arrival time can be computed. Since the resolution of the estimated arrival time is 1 
minute the requirements on the positioning unit is quite low. Assuming an average 
speed of 5 m/s for inner city areas, the accuracy can tolerate more than 100 meter on the 
position error, without any degradation of the service itself. Furthermore an error of 
announcing a PT vehicle by 1 or 2 minutes early compared to the real arrival does not 
lead to any inconveniencies of the passengers themselves. Consequently this service 
shows high user acceptance and is state of the art in modern PT operations. 

With respect to the functionality of TSP, these conditions are totally different, 
because especially for the application of TSP a precise localization, which shall have a 
track sharp character, is requested for the positioning of PT vehicles. In Hiba! A 
hivatkozási forrás nem található. an example is shown for a traffic junction with two 
arterial roads (one for inbound traffic and one for outbound traffic), which are crossed 
by 6 PT-lines. During peak traffic hours (which are in line with peak PT-demand) each 
line operates at a frequency of 4 times per hour and in both directions. Thus the depicted 
example needs to process 48 trams per hour, which need to cross the arterial road, 
which does have high traffic load by private car traffic. 
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Figure 3. Traffic junction with 2 arterial roads crossed by 6 PT-lines 

Furthermore it has to be recognized, that for the signalling program of such an important 
traffic light system, every second is of relevance. As a rule of thumb, every 2 seconds a 
complete car can cross the junctions during a green phase of the traffic light. Consequently 
each extension of 2 seconds for the green phase of private care traffic is contributing 
towards better traffic flow. With respect to the aim of TSP, it is also understandable, that 
PT-vehicles shall receive priority, but not under every condition. First analysis have 
shown, that up to 30% of the trams are not able to use their window of opportunity to 
cross the junction and have to accept waiting times of more than 1 minute. Thus an 
improved TSP scheme has the potential to reduce the travel time of the PT-vehicle 
significantly and enhancing the throughput of private car traffic at the same time [8]. 

From the conclusions of these two operational examples it becomes obvious, that the 
focus of GSP has been put on TSP to overcome the last obstacle for a sustainable 
introduction of GNSS to support and improve all functions of PT. With this step the 
existing infrastructure based systems (which are less flexible and more cost intensive) 
shall be dispensable, to save cost on equipment and maintenance and explore the full 
potential of on-board intelligence. [1] 

3. Technical Approach 
From the analysis of the PT operational requirements, a new positioning module is 
needed to serve the application demands of PT. In this context the main objective of the 
current project is, to develop a prototype for robust positioning exploring EGNOS, 
EDAS and in the future Galileo as main sensor, in order to satisfying all the 
requirements in PT. In order to assure sustainability, the second objective is to develop 
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new traffic light control schemes, which can explore the advantages of GNSS based 
systems in PT and overcome the deficiencies of costly infrastructure based systems. 

 
Figure 4. Typical GPS-measurements with the Galileo-tram in Halle (Saale) 

 
Figure 5. Velocity profile of 10 real life test trials with the Galileo-tram over distance 
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The term track sharp localization from the application domain is often transferred into 
the technical domain of navigation by specifying the accuracy requirement with a 
maximal tolerable position error of 1 meter, which needs to be guaranteed at every time, 
all over the world and under all conditions. As depicted by Figure 4, these strict 
requirements cannot be satisfied by ordinary GPS modules. This is the reason why 
many TSP operations are still triggered by additional infrastructure based systems. As a 
consequence the GPS module is only used for passenger information and a separate 
system is used for TSP. In order to explore synergies one positioning giving device or 
methodology is necessary, which can satisfy all operational schemes in PT, which are 
position related. The importance of the above mentioned precision can be follow at the 
Figure 5, where clearly shown the differences in vehicle runs. These small differences 
can lead to misuse of the time window for public transport if the positioning resolution 
is not high enough. 

4. Assessment of the traffic application 
According to the specified objectives the GSP project has its focus on the intelligent 
interaction between the PT-vehicles and the traffic light systems. To show the potential 
performance of the new approach, the GNSS based TSP is compared to the traditional 
infrastructure based TSP. The development of adequate positioning modules to drive 
GNSS based TSP forms an essential module of the project. In this regard the Galileo 
testing field in Halle (Saale), which offers special vehicles and equipment from PT 
applications is subcontracted, to show the benefits on the basis of real life 
measurements.  

For PT applications, robust navigation, with high accuracy, full availability and good 
integrity, has the potential to enable great improvements within the operation. With 
respect to the necessary properties of the ‘to be developed’ robust positioning prototype 
(RPP) for PT, two development domains have to be distinguished. On the one hand side 
the domain to develop the RPP itself and on the other hand the domain to integrate this 
RPP into the operation schemes of PT. Both steps are essential elements for a successful 
market entry plan to bring robust positioning into demanding PT applications. 

Through the available instruments inside the Galileo-tram (e.g. high performance 
reference system based on dual frequency GNSS in conjunction with three axis inertial 
navigation unit), the assessment of the ‘to be’ developed positioning unit can be 
executed in a high quality manner. Furthermore the methodology of Virtual Galileo will 
be applied, where real life test trials of the tram will be augmented with simulated 
Galileo signals. Therefore the Galileo System Simulation Facility (GSSF) from ESA 
shall be applied, which has been extended to include a 3D Model of the city buildings in 
the testing field of Halle (Saale). This way the benefits of Galileo for the specific 
conditions of PT can be assessed directly through a comparison to the achieved results 
without Galileo inside. Thus the introduced methodology allows quantifying the 
potential benefits of Galileo that can be explored in the future for an individual 
application in its domestic environment. 

While new performance levels in positioning are achievable through the use of 
EGNOS, EDAS and Galileo, the migration of this innovative technology into existing 
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systems of PT has to be solved as well. A concept will be elaborated to enable a smooth 
transition from state of the art systems, towards new PT schemes on the basis of 
innovative products. The project objectives support the development of adequate GNSS 
based products, including necessary steps for their integration into modern ITCS. 

 
Figure 6. Galileo-tram with special equipment installed for development and 

assessment. 

5. Expected benefits for public transport 
First feasibility tests on transit signal priority have shown that robust positioning could 
offer improvements of up to 50% compared to conventional systems, thereby 
accelerating PT and also allowing for longer green periods for private car traffic. Thus 
the project work shall bring about the following expected results: 

• Development of a robust positioning prototype to suit all requirements in PT by 
one single solution. 

• Shorter travel times for PT through advanced signal priority schemes. 
• Enhancing the capacity at traffic nodes for private car traffic by enlarging their 

green period. 
• Achieving significant savings on investment and maintenance cost for the PT 

operator. 
• Assess the potential performance of the future Galileo system (IOC and FOC) 

and the resulting benefits for PT. 
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6. Summary 
One of the solutions (if not the only) to solve the problems in urban traffic is the 
prioritise public transport. To perform this task today we need different costly 
supplementary infrastructure. As a result of the new robust positioning prototype it will 
be possible to integrate the signal prioritisation into the vehicle monitoring and location 
system, which will more effective and cost efficient then the systems today. Effect of 
this development can be that road and public transport can cross a junction faster the 
today. It can be a win-win cooperation between car traffic and public transport. 

The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union 
Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n° [277688-2]. 
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